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Abstract

The past ten years have seen the advent of silicon-based precise timing detectors for charged particle tracking. The underlying
reason for this evolution is a design innovation: the Low-Gain Avalanche Diode (LGAD). In its simplicity, the LGAD design is an
obvious step with momentous consequences: low gain leads to large signals maintaining sensors stability and low noise, allowing
sensor segmentation. Albeit introduced for a different reason, to compensate for charge trapping in irradiated silicon sensors, LGAD
found fertile ground in the design of silicon-based timing detectors. Spurred by this design innovation, solid-state-based timing
detectors for charged particles are going through an intense phase of R&D, and hybrid and monolithic sensors, with or without
internal gain, are being explored. This contribution offers a review of this booming field.
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1. Introduction

In many of the past and present high-energy physics experi-
ments, the temporal information of charged particles is mainly
used to perform particle identification via Time-of-Flight (ToF).
ToF systems are usually quite large as they require long dis-
tances between production and detection points. For this rea-
son, they use low-granularity large-area media such as scintil-
lators, gaseous detectors, or Cherenkov-based detectors (MCP
arrays or DIRC). An up-to-date review of ToF systems and as-
sociated R&D programs is presented in [1]. The temporal per-
formances of solid state-based trackers were generally insuffi-
cient for accurate ToF systems, mostly due to the low amplitude
of the signal generated by an impinging particle and the short
flight distance. An early proposal to build a silicon-based ToF
system is reported in [2], using fast-shaping electronics and
3D sensors. The proposed possible application for such a de-
tector is a small-angle, far-forward detector at colliders where
the relative timing of the two scattered particles could locate
their vertex position among several possible vertices.

In the past few years, the situation has radically changed,
mostly due to the introduction of the Low-Gain Avalanche
Diode (LGAD) [3, 4] design (introduced to compensate for the
loss of signal due to charge trapping in irradiated sensors) and
its subsequent optimization for timing application in Ultra-Fast
Silicon Detector (UFSD) [5]. This R&D has spurred a strong
evolution in the field of accurate timing using silicon detectors,
now including sensors with and without internal gain in hybrid
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or monolithic architectures. These approaches aim to reach ex-
cellent temporal precision by optimizing different aspects of the
detector chain, such as using larger signals, lower noise, or low
detector capacitance.

This renewed interest for trackers able to perform the con-
current measurements of the spatial and temporal coordinates
(the so-called 4D tracking) is due to the combination of tech-
nological advances (LGAD, use of SiGe, HVCMOS) with the
needs of future experiments, where 4D tracking is an essential
tool to reach the physics goals [1]. A summary of the critical
R&D paths in 4D tracking is given in the list of Detector R&D
Themes (DRDTs) reported in [1]:

• Understand the ultimate limit of precision timing in sen-
sors with and without internal multiplication;

• Develop sensors with internal multiplication with 100%
fill factors and pixel-like pitch;

• Investigate production of sensors with internal multiplica-
tion in a monolithic design;

• Increase radiation resistance, push the limit of 3D sensors
and explore LGAD and MAPS capabilities;

• Investigate the use of BiCMOS MAPS, exploiting the
properties of SiGe.

In order to cover the above points systematically, in this re-
port, the sensors are divided into 4 broad families: hybrid and
monolithic, with and without gain. This approach is shown in
Figure 1 where, for each family, the most relevant designs or
technologies are reported.
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Figure 1: R&D activities in sensors for 4D tracking

2. Signal formation and time-tagging: aide-memoire

The shape of the induced current signal can be calculated
using the Ramo-Shockley theorem [6, 7]. This theorem states
that the current induced by a charge carrier is proportional to
its electric charge q, the drift velocity v, and the weighting field
Ew:

i = qvEw. (1)

Variations in the shape of the current i directly impact the tim-
ing performances since, in most systems, the time of a hit is
set when the signal reaches a certain value VTh. Equation 1
therefore indicates that a constant drift velocity and a constant
weighting field are necessary conditions to reach good timing
performances. Of all possible electrode geometries, the one that
achieves these two conditions is that of the parallel plate capac-
itor. For a detector, this requirement is translated into having
the implant width as large as the pixel pitch and the pixel pitch
to be several times larger than the sensor thickness. Detectors
whose geometries significantly differ from a parallel plate ca-
pacitor have degraded performances.

In very general terms, the time resolution σt of a detector can
be expressed as the sum of several terms: (i) jitter, (ii) fluctua-
tions of the ionisation process producing shape and amplitude
variations, (iii) signal distortion, and (iv) TDC binning:

σ2
t = σ2

Jitter +(σLandau Noise +σTotal ionization)2 +σ2
Distortion +σ2

T DC .
(2)

Let’s analyze the terms (see [8] for details) of Eq. 2:

• σJitter = N/(dV/dt): due to the effect of the noise N when
the signal is approaching VTh with a dV/dt slope. σJitter

is where the contribution from the electronics is apparent
since N is dominated by the electronic noise.

• σTotal ionization: due to the fact that the energy deposited by
a MIP follows a Landau distribution. Signals with differ-
ent amplitudes cross a fixed threshold at different times
(the so-called time walk effect). σTotal ionization is mini-
mized by an appropriate electronic circuit (either Constant
Fraction Discriminator or Time over Threshold).

• σLandau Noise: due to signal shape variation on an event-
by-event basis caused by the random nature of electron-
hole pairs creation along the particle path. σLandau Noise is
absent in 3D detectors, and it is minimized in sensors with

parallel plate geometry, while it is enhanced by internal
gain.

• σLandau Noise×σTotal ionization: due to the correlation between
large signals and non-uniform ionization. The events in
the high tail of the Landau are mostly due to the presence
of localized clusters of ionization. Given that the ioniza-
tion is very non-uniform for these events, their temporal
resolution is worse than that of signals with an amplitude
around the Landau most probable value [9].

• The σDistortion: due to signal shape variations as a func-
tion of the hit position in the pixel. Two factors contribute:
(i) non-uniform weighting field and (ii) non-saturated drift
velocity. Both terms are reduced to be sub-leading contri-
butions by using a ”parallel plate geometry” and operating
the sensor at a bias voltage where the velocity of the carri-
ers is saturated.

• σT DC: due to the TDC digitization binning.

3. Timing layers and 4D tracking

Present tracking systems in high-energy physics experiments
are complex, with millions of separated pixels, state-of-the-art
mechanical and cooling systems, and massive data transmis-
sion [10]. These systems are optimized for best tracking per-
formances, and the pixels are sized to achieve the single-point
resolution needed by the specific application. Including the
temporal coordinate in such systems is a formidable task that
requires a complete redesign. The request for timing informa-
tion implies having the space to place the front-end electron-
ics, the cooling power to remove the extra heat generated by
the timing circuitry, the distribution of a reference clock, and
the data transmission capabilities to send off-detectors the ad-
ditional bits. To make the design of 4D tracking systems even
more difficult, the request to have timing information is often
coupled with the requests for excellent spatial resolution, for
example, less than 10 µm, and a very low material budget. A
compilation of future requests can be found in Figure 3.3 of
[1]. The path to developing a full 4D tracking system is very
challenging, and it will be accomplished via a series of incre-
mental steps. The ATLAS [11] and CMS [12] collaborations, in
their respective upgrades for HILUMI-LHC, have taken the first
step: the addition of a timing layer to their 3D tracking systems.
In this design, sketched in the left pane of Figure 2, the timing
coordinates of the tracks (red crosses) are determined by a ded-
icated layer that does not also provide the spatial coordinates
(black crosses).

A foreseeable evolution of this initial step is the configura-
tion shown in the center pane of Figure 2: a tracker with mostly
3D layers with a few 4D layers. The number of 4D layers de-
pends on the overall needed track temporal precision: albeit
multiple 4D layers look more complex than a single one, in
these systems, the single point precision might be relaxed, sim-
plifying the design and reducing power consumption. The right
pane of Figure 2 shows the complete 4D tracking configuration,
where each layer contributes to both the spatial and temporal
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Figure 2: Possible implementations of a tracker system with timing capability.

coordinates. For such systems, also the reconstruction process
benefits from the temporal information, enforcing the constraint
of time of flight compatibility between layers and reducing the
overall number of possible hit combinations.

It is worth stressing that not all experimental environments
require a total redesign of their tracking systems. In most appli-
cations, a timing layer is enough to assure most of the benefits
brought about by the timing information, and when the required
temporal precision is somewhat relaxed (above 75 - 100 ps), the
increase in power consumption is limited.

4. Interplay among position and temporal resolutions, oc-
cupancy, material budget, and power

The interplay among position and temporal resolutions, oc-
cupancy, material budget, and power are fairly intricate. In the
following, a series of points highlight some of these dependen-
cies and provide information on present and future systems.

• In present tracking systems, the pixel size is determined
either by the need to achieve a given position resolution or
by the need to keep the occupancy below a given number,
for example, 1-3%. As a general rule, occupancy deter-
mines the pixel size in the innermost layers of a tracking
system, while position resolution determines the pixel size
in the outer layers (which is by far the largest fraction of
the total tracker area).

• Presently, the ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb silicon trackers
generate about 0.5- 1 W/cm2.

• Trackers that have small pixels in their outer layers are not
power-efficient as, at any given moment, they have mil-
lions of idling electronics channels.

• The power needs are driven by the density of electronic
channels and not by the silicon volume, so it is higher for
smaller pixel sizes. For example, the power consumption
of the ALICE MAPS-based tracker is about 300 mW/cm2

in the inner layers and 100 mW/cm2 in the outer layers.

• The highest cooling power is required by the inner layers
at hadron trackers, which combine very high particle den-
sity (i.e. need for small pixels) and radiation damage (need
to keep the silicon bulk as cold as possible).

• At future e+e− colliders such as CLIC or FCC-ee, the ma-
terial budget constraints are so severe (about the equiva-
lent of 100 µm of silicon per layer) to require air (or He-
lium) cooling, limiting power consumption to about 100
mW/cm2.

• In 4D-trackers, the power increases significantly as the cir-
cuitry for timing determination uses more power than that
for position. This increase depends on the performances
required, more power for better precision, and the number
of pixels, many pixels covering the same area use more
power than a single pixel covering the same area.

• An important benefit of the LGAD technology is its
power efficiency: internal multiplication requires almost
no power, decreasing the amount of power needed by the
electronics. The ATLAS and CMS timing layers are an ex-
ample of how the combination of the LGAD design with
large pixels, ∼60 channels/cm2, generates the same power
consumption of a pixel system with ∼10k channels/cm2,
about 0.3-0.5 W/cm2.

• 4D trackers need pixels large enough to allow space for the
electronics and to limit power consumption. From a power
point f view, the present design of most outer trackers lay-
ers, millions of small pixels idling, cannot be duplicated in
4D trackers. Ideally, the pixel size in 4D tracking has to be
determined by occupancy, strongly reducing the number
of pixels.

• The use of charge sharing among nearby pixels allows us-
ing larger pixels since, in this design, the position resolu-
tion is much better than pixel size/

√
(12).

• In present trackers, charge sharing is based on Lorentz-
angle drift and requires thick sensors; for this reason, it
cannot be used in systems with a limited material budget,
such as those at future lepton colliders.

• In timing circuits, the power consumption does not de-
crease significantly with the technological node of the
electronics (130 nm, 65 nm, or 28 nm).

Table 1 reports a compilation of front-end ASICs and mono-
lithic systems. The first five systems use a hybrid design; the
bottom 4 are monolithic. The first four systems are very ad-
vanced or completed, while the bottom 5 are in their R&D
phase, so their performances might change rapidly.

5. Sensors without internal gain

The sensors presented in this section are shown in Figure 3:
hybrid sensors with planar and 3D geometry, and monolithic
sensors.

The temporal precision of planar silicon (and diamond) sen-
sors without internal gain is limited by the smallness of the sig-
nal amplitude, about 3 (1.7) fC in a 300 µm thick silicon (di-
amond) sensor. Interestingly, the peak signal current does not
depend on the sensor thickness [5]: thick sensors have a larger
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Name Sensor Node Pixel size Temporal Power
[nm] [µm2] precision [ps] [W/cm2]

ETROC LGAD 65 1300x1300 ∼ 40 0.3
ALTIROC LGAD 130 1300x1300 ∼ 40 0.4
TDCpix PIN 130 300x300 ∼ 120 0.32 matrix + 4.8 periphery

TIMEPIX4 PIN, 3D 65 55x55 ∼ 200 0.4 analog + 0.3 digital
TimeSpot1 3D 28 55x55 ∼ 30 ps 3-5
FASTPIX MAPS 180 20x20 ∼ 130 5-10

miniCACTUS MAPS 150 500x1000 ∼ 90 0.15 – 0.3
MonPicoAD MAPS 130 SiGe 100x100 ∼ 36 1.8

Monolith Multi Junct. MAPS 130 SiGe 100x100 ∼ 25 0.9

Table 1: Compilation of front-end ASICs and monolithic systems. The first 5 systems use an hybrid design, the bottom 4 are monolithic. The first 4 systems are
very advanced or completed, while the bottom 5 are in their R&D phase, so performances might change rapidly.

Figure 3: Sensors for 4D tracking without internal gain

number of initial e/h pairs; however, each pair generates a lower
initial current since the weighting field is inversely proportional
to the sensor thickness, Figure 4. This interplay is such that the
MPV peak current in planar sensors is always the same; in sil-
icon, it is about Imax ∼ 1 − 2 µA. In 3D geometry, this fact is
not true, and the maximum current is directly proportional to
the sensor thickness.

Figure 4: The initial signal amplitude in planar sensors does not depend on their
thickness: thin and thick detectors have the same maximum current, while thick
detectors have longer signals. The rise time of the signal, tr , is due solely to the
read-out electronics.

The rise time of the signal, tr, is due solely to the read-out
electronics as the intrinsic rise time of the signal is that of the
passage of the particle. Under these circumstances, the front-
end electronics slew rate and noise are the factors dominating
the temporal resolution (assuming no distortions due to the car-
riers velocity and weighting field).

5.1. Monolithic systems

Monolithic systems have been developed both in CMOS and
SiGe technology. In the following, 2 examples of CMOS mono-
lithic sensors are presented, FASTpix, geared at very small pix-
els, and miniCactus for hard radiation environments and large
pixels. FASTpix [13] is designed in a modified 180 nm CMOS
imaging device technology, with small, low-femtofarad collec-
tion electrodes on high-resistivity sensing layers. The FASTpix
demonstrator consists of 32 mini matrices with hexagonal pix-
els, split into four groups with a pixel pitch of 8.66 µm, 10
µm, 15 µm, and 20 µm. The defining feature of this project is
that an innovative doping implant is shaping the electric field
to uniformize the drift path within a pixel cell. Beamtest re-
sults showed that this architecture is able to obtain a temporal
resolution of about 120-180 ps.

MiniCactus has been designed in the LFoundry 150 nm HV-
CMOS process with the objective of developing a radiation-
hard monolithic timing sensor using a commercial HV-CMOS
process. In this design, the bulk is fully depleted (either 100
µm or 200 µm), and charge collection happens by drift and not
diffusion, so it is suited for timing applications. MiniCactus has
reported a temporal precision of about 90 ps [14], obtained in
a recent beamtest with a pixel size of 0.5x1 mm2.

The last example of a monolithic detector without internal
gain, the MonPicoAD [15], differs from the previous two in
the choice of technology: it uses SiGe instead of CMOS. The
monolithic silicon pixel detector prototype has been produced
in the SiGe BiCMOS SG13G2 130 nm node technology by IHP.
The ASIC contains a matrix of hexagonal pixels with a pitch
of approximately 100 µm. The choice of the SiGe technology
allows for a faster slew rate and lower noise, reducing the jitter
term. This technology, combined with small input capacitance,
allowed the MonPicoAD to obtain a resolution of about 35 ps
in a recent beamtest. This result is obtained at the highest pre-
amplifier current, yielding a power consumption of about 40
W/cm2.

5.2. Hybrid systems

This group includes silicon and diamond 3D sensors with
columns or trenches and planar sensors.
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5.2.1. 3D sensors, silicon, and diamond
3D silicon sensors are well known for their radiation resis-

tance, and they are currently used successfully in the ATLAS
inner pixel layer [16]. 3D sensors are good candidates as tim-
ing sensors since the drift time is very short [17]. Remark-
ably, the current signal generated by a particle in a sensor with
3D geometry does not suffer from local ionization fluctuation,
σLandau Noise, since the induction mechanism happens perpen-
dicularly to the charge distribution generated by the impinging
MIP. In the standard 3D implementation, on the left side of Fig-
ure 5, both electric and weighting fields change rapidly, yield-
ing a position-dependent signal shape that degrades the tempo-
ral resolution. However, since the signal in 3D sensors is very
short given the small pixel size, even with this less-than-ideal
geometry, a temporal resolutiopeakn of about 30 ps has been
achieved [18]. In recent years, the design of the 3D sensors has
been modified by the TimeSpot project replacing the columns
with trenches to achieve more uniform electric and weighting
fields, left side of Figure 5 [19]. The present realization of the
3D trench detector has a pixel size of 50 µm; it is 200 µm thick,
and the operating voltage is about 200V when not irradiated.
For a new detector, the MPV signal charge is 2.2 fC, while it is
reduced to 1 fC for the irradiated case due to charge trapping.
The 3D trench layout leads to an almost ideal sensor since it
combines very short drift time, uniform fields, and the absence
of the σLandau Noise contribution. The intrinsic time resolution
of 3D trench detectors has not been established yet since, up
to now, the performances of the electronics have limited it: a
value in the range 10-15 ps has been suggested. The TimeSpot
ASIC, designed in 28 nm technology, is tailored to the readout
of trenched detectors with a 50 µm pitch and presently reaches
a temporal resolution of about 30 ps with a power budget of
2-3 W/cm2. The 3D geometry is also pursued in the design of
diamond detectors for timing applications. The main limiting
parameter is presently the electrode resistance, achieving a pre-
cision just below 100 ps and efficiency larger than 99% [20]

Figure 5: Left side: 3D column sensors have electric and weighting fields
changing rapidly with the position. Right side: 3D trench sensors have par-
allel plate-like geometry, with constant fields, ideal for timing measurements.

5.2.2. Planar sensors, silicon, and diamond
The most advanced 4D-tracker detector using planar sensors

in a hybrid configuration is the NA62 GigaTracker [21] (GTK).
The GTK comprises three stations, each made of 18000 pixels
of 300x300 µm2 for a total area of 60.8 × 27 mm2. The sensors
are 200 µm thick and are read out by two rows of five ASIC
called TDCPix, thinned to 100 µm. The TDCPix functionali-

ties are the sensor hit signal amplification, discrimination, digi-
tization, time- stamping, and the transmission of the resulting
digitized data off the chip. The TDCPix was designed in a
commercial CMOS 130 nm technology and achieved a single
hit temporal resolution of about 130 ps. This value of resolu-
tion is a good indication of the achievable performances of this
architecture.

Another very interesting development in 4D-tracking using
a hybrid configuration is provided by the Timepix4 ASIC [22].
This application aims to achieve an excellent position resolu-
tion with good time-tagging capability. Timepix4 is a 24.7 x
30.0 mm2 read-out ASIC consisting of 448 x 512 pixels which
can be bump bonded to a sensor with 55 µm square pixels.
Timepix4 reaches a hit resolution of about 200 ps. The ana-
log power consumption depends on the exact biasing conditions
used, and in the default configuration, it is estimated to be about
400 mW/cm2. The digital power consumption depends on the
clock frequency used and, in data-driven mode, increases de-
pending on the incoming hit rate. Below 3 Mhits/mm2/s and at
full clock speed, it is below 200 mW/cm2.

The PPS detector of the CMS experiment uses planar di-
amond sensors to tag protons diffracted at very small an-
gles [23]. The requirement on radiation hardness has driven
the choice of diamond sensors: the sensors have to sustain
highly non-uniform irradiation, with a peak of about 5·1015

protons/cm2 in the near beam region for an integrated LHC
luminosity of 100 fb−1 (which represent the order of magni-
tude delivered by LHC). The PPS diamond sensors are made
of scCVD crystals with a surface of 4.5x4.5 mm2 and a thick-
ness of 500 µm with a total active surface coverage of about
20x4.5 mm2. In beamtest, the performance of a tagging sta-
tion comprising two diamond planes has been measured to be
about 50 ps, while during operation at LHC, due to the much
harsher conditions, the resolution of a PPS station is about 120
ps. An interesting review on planar diamond sensors can be
found in [24].

6. Sensors with internal gain

The sensors presented in this section are shown in Figure 6:
hybrid and monolithic sensors based on the LGAD technology

Figure 6: Sensors for 4D tracking with internal gain
.

The core of the LGAD design [4] is an additional implant
of doping situated in the proximity of the read-out electrode.
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Multiplication happens when the electrons (in the standard n-
in-p LGADs) enter the high field region generated by this im-
plant. The multiplication process increases the sensor noise
more than the signal amplitude (due to the excess noise factor);
however, since the total noise is largely dominated by the elec-
tronic noise, the overall effect is a strong jitter reduction [25].
In the LGAD design, the effects of non-uniform ionization are
enhanced, and the term σLanda Noise is often the dominant source
of the temporal resolution. Figure 7 shows on the left side the
simulation of the ionization pattern of a MIP, performed by the
Weightfield2 program [26], and on the right side a collection
of simulated pulses for a 50 µm thick LGAD with a gain of
about 10-15. The shape distortions visible on the signal rising
edge limit the achievable resolution, and this intrinsic resolu-
tion depends on the sensor thickness [5]. The Landau noise in
50 µm thick sensor is about 30 ps, and it becomes about 25 ps
for a thickness of 50 µm [9].

Figure 7: Left: Simulation of the energy deposition in an LGAD. Right: signal
variations due to the fluctuations of the ionizing process

.

6.1. Monolithic systems
At the moment, the only project that merges the monolithic

approach with an internal gain is the Monolith project [27].
The project merges the already excellent performances obtained
by MonPicoAD ASIC, see sec. 5.1, with internal multiplication,
where the gain layer is obtained with an additional deep junc-
tion. This second pn junction forms a continuous gain layer that
operates in avalanche mode. The gain layer is not implanted as
commonly done right underneath the pixel, but instead, it is
placed a few µm from the backside of the silicon bulk. In the
simulation reported in [27], the overall thickness of the sensor
is about 5 µm , and a resolution of 5.8 (3.5) ps is obtained with
a gain of about 15 (100). The project recently reported a reso-
lution of about 24 ps as a first result [27, 28], with a yet-to-be
finalized sensor and electronics.

6.2. Standard LGAD and TI-LGAD
LGAD optimized for timing, the so called Ultra-Fast Silicon

Detector [8, 29] or simply LGAD, have been the subject of an
intense R&D study in the past few years, and they are now con-
sidered a mature enough design to be employed the ATLAS and
CMS timing layers [11] and CMS [12]. The sensor design used
by the two collaborations is shown in Figure 8

The most relevant aspects of the design are:

Figure 8: Sketch of the LGAD design used in the proposed ATLAS and CMS
timing layers

.

• ATLAS (CMS) 15x15 (16x16) pads, each 1.3 x 1.3 mm2

• Active thickness 45 - 55 µm

• Gain when new 20-30

• Radiation resistant up to 1-2·1015 neq/cm2 with carbon in-
fusion in the gain layer

• Interpad no-gain distance 50-80 µm

• 100% efficiency

• σLanda Noise ∼ 30 ps.

Both collaborations are developing new read-out ASICs for
their respective timing layers: ALTIROC [30] designed in
130 nm CMOS technology by ATLAS and ETROC [31] in 65
nm CMS technology by CMS. ALTIROC and ETROC are the
first attempts to develop large ASICs (about 2x2 cm2) dedi-
cated to reading LGAD sensors, aiming at a sensor-electronics
combined single hit resolution below 50 ps. Both ASICs use
a preamplifier-discriminator front-end that generates the digi-
tal pulse, which provides the Time-Of-Arrival (TOA, leading-
edge) and Time-Over-Threshold (TOT, pulse width) informa-
tion needed for the time walk corrections. The power consump-
tion is between 0.4 and 0.5 W/cm2 for both systems.

One important drawback of the ATLAS and CMS sensor de-
sign is the no-gain distance of about 60-80 µm between two
adjacent pads. Given the large pixel size in the ATLAS and
CMS timing layers, this feature yields a fill-factor reduction
of about 10% (somewhat compensated by the use of multiple
detection layers); however, such considerable no-gain distance
makes the use of this design impractical for small pitch sizes.
A very promising solution to this problem is the introduction
of shallow trenches to replace the JTE and p-stop [32, 33], the
so-called TI-LGAD. The introduction of trenches [? ] low-
ers the no-gain distance to 0-10 µm depending on the specifics
of the implementation while maintaining complete pad isola-
tion. Extensive testing of the first FBK (Fondazione Bruno
Kessler) TI-LGAD production [34, 35] has shown that this de-
sign maintains the standard LGAD timing capabilities and that
the trenches assure pad isolation for irradiation with neutrons
up to a fluence of 3.5·1015 neq/cm2 and gamma up to 10 MRads.
TI-LGADs are the natural evolution of the initial UFSD design
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as they offer a much higher fill factor without degrading any of
the other aspects.

6.3. LGAD with resistive read-out

A recent design innovation has been the introduction of re-
sistive read-out in silicon detectors (RSD). The design, initially
proposed with AC-coupled read-out [36] (RSD or AC-LGAD),
has recently been extended to DC-coupled read-out [37] (DC-
RSD). The sketches of RSD and DC-RSD are shown in Figure 9
where AC signals are shown in red and DC signals in green.
Both designs are based on an n-in-p sensor, have a continuous
gain implant just underneath the cathode, and the cathode is
resistive to ensure pads isolation and signal sharing.

Figure 9: Sketch of a resistive silicon detector with AC- or DC- read-out. AC
signals are shown in red, while DC signals in green

.

Signal sharing is built-in in the design, and it functions anal-
ogously to a current divider [38]: each pad i sees a fraction Ii

of the total signal Io that depends on the impedance Z j between
the impact point and the pads.

Ii = I0

1
Zi∑n
1

1
Z j

. (3)

RSDs have been tested extensively [38, 39, 40, 41], demon-
strating an exceptional position resolution (a few % of the pitch
size) while maintaining the temporal resolution typical of the
LGAD design. The major drawback of the RSD design is the
difficulty of limiting signal sharing to the closest set of pads:
in the present design, the signal remains visible in all the pads
located in a radius of about 500-1000 µm from the hit position.
This fact not only complicates the reconstruction but limits the
use of RSD in environments with low particle density. Signal
sharing can be modeled only for simple pad geometries, so an-
alytic reconstruction methods are mostly not applicable. One
approach that has given very good results is the use of machine
learning techniques in the reconstruction. This method is very
powerful as it makes use of all aspects of signal propagation
and sharing (delays, spreads, relative amplitudes) to identify
the most probable hit time and position [42, 43].

In RSD2, the second FBK RSD production [44], specially
designed electrodes have been introduced to limit signal shar-
ing. First results on structures with cross-shaped electrodes and
a pitch of 450 µm and 1300 µm [45] showed that for large pitch
size, the sharing is contained to a few pixels and that the spa-
tial resolution is excellent, the structure with a pitch of 450
µm (1300 µm) has a resolution of σx ∼ 15 (37) µm. According
to simulations, signal sharing in DC-RSD is always limited to

a constant number of read-out pads [46] thanks to the introduc-
tion of a resistive grid that connects all read-out pads, and that
delimits the area of signal sharing within a single grid cell.

A critical aspect of the RSD design is the possibility of
achieving excellent spatial and temporal resolutions with large
pixels and thin sensors. Sensors need to be thin in experiments
that require a very low material budget, such as those at future
e+e− machines. Therefore signal sharing cannot be obtained
using an external magnetic field. In this condition, the only op-
tion to achieve a position resolution of 5-10 µm is to use tiny
pixels, about 25x25 µm2 . However, the power consumption of
so many channels is too large, preventing air-cooling use (the
present simulation places the limit of air-cooling capabilities at
about 0.1 W/cm2). Given the low particle density typical of
leptons colliders, large pixels can be used: with RSD sensors,
a 5-10 µm position resolution can be achieved with pixels of
about 250 µm pitch. Figure 10 shows on the left a standard
silicon detector while on the right an RSD with the same spa-
tial resolution of about 5-10 µm. The RSD design has a factor
of about 100 fewer pixels, so each read-out amplifier has more
space available and can use more power while, at the same time,
the total power consumption is considerably lower.

Figure 10: Sketches of a standard silicon detector and of an RSD with the same
spatial resolution of about 5-10 µm.

.

6.4. LGAD radiation hardness

In the standard LGAD design, the gain implant is doped with
acceptors (either boron or gallium) that are susceptible to be-
ing de-activated by hadron irradiation [47, 48]. In this process,
called ”acceptor removal”, the incoming radiation removes a
fixed number of acceptors per unit of volume, so it is more
damaging for low doped gain implants since, in relative terms,
a higher fraction of dopant is removed. It has been demon-
strated that the infusion of carbon in the gain layer reduces
the acceptor removal rate [49]: state-of-the-art carbon-infused
LGAD sensors can maintain a value of gain of about 10-15 up
to fluences of about 2·1015 neq/cm2. Such values of gain are
maintained by increasing the bias voltage up to about 700V for
a 50 µm thick sensor. However, very recent studies [50] have
shown that when the electric field in a silicon sensor is about
11.5-12 V/µm, an impinging MIP can trigger an avalanche pro-
cess that destroys the sensor (SEB, single event burn-out). The
SEB mechanism limits the operating bias voltage on LGAD and
therefore reduces the possibility of compensating for acceptor
removal. Recently, two methods have been proposed to reduce
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acceptor removal [51]: (1) carbon shield and (2) doping com-
pensation. The carbon shield technique is based on the assump-
tion that the vacant states responsible for acceptor removal are
very mobile and diffuse from the bulk into the gain implant. If
this assumption is correct, they can be stopped by a carbon layer
implanted underneath the gain implant. The principle of dop-
ing compensation is shown in Figure 11: in the standard LGAD
design (i), the gain implant is obtained via a single p-implant,
and acceptor removal decreases the effective doping (iii). In
the compensated design, (ii), the gain implant is obtained as
the difference between two implants, a larger p-implant, and
a smaller n-implant. (iv) The effect of irradiation is the con-
current reduction of acceptors and donors. The effective gain
implant can increase, decrease, or remain constant depending
on the presently unknown acceptors and donors removal rates
within this type of compensated implant. Both techniques are
presently being implemented in the ExFlu1 production at FBK.

Figure 11: Sketches of the compensation technique. Left: effect of irradiation
on a standard LGAD. Right: effect of irradiation in a compensated LGAD

.

7. Conclusions

The field of 4D tracking is experiencing a very fast evolu-
tion, with advances in MAPS and hybrid systems. Presently,
two large LGAD-based timing layers, aiming at a temporal res-
olution of about 45 ps/hit with a spatial resolution of ∼ 375µm,
are under construction, one in the ATLAS experiment and one
in the CMS experiment. These timing layers are the first step-
ping stones toward systems able to perform real 4D tracking.
Several small prototypes are under development, using both the
hybrid designs (TIMESPOT, TimePix) and MAPS (FASTPIX,
MonPicoAD, miniCACTUS). Presently, the most challenging

aspect of a 4D tracker is the front-end electronics design due to
the limited space and power consumption.

The LGAD design is evolving to overcome its present limi-
tations. The introduction of trenches to separate pixels has re-
duced by almost ten the inter-pad no-gain distance, from 50-80
µm to about 5 µm. Currently, LGADs work with unchanged
performances up to a fluence of about 1·1015 neq/cm2: two new
techniques, carbon shield and compensated gain layer, might
considerably extend this value. The introduction of resistive
read-out in the LGAD design allows using very large pixels
while maintaining excellent temporal and spatial resolutions;
this design might considerably reduce power consumption since
it uses almost a factor of 100 fewer read-out channels.

The R&D activities in the next 5-10 years will be critical in
defining the technologies available for the next generation of
experiments; the community must find the resources to develop
the enabling technologies for 4D tracking.
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